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JoAnna Poblete is an associate professor of history at Claremont Graduate University. Her research and teaching involve studies of colonialism and empire; migration and labor; comparative ethnic studies; Asian American and Pacific Islander studies; indigenous and environmental history; identity; oral history, and twentieth-century U.S. history. Having received her MA and PhD in History from UCLA and a BA in History from UC Davis, Poblete has taught at several academic institutions, including UNC Chapel Hill, University of Wyoming, and UCLA. At CGU, she has taught courses in oral history methodology, Pacific worlds, twentieth-century U.S. identities, nineteenth-century expansionism, comparative histories, U.S. immigration, as well as environment and indigeneity.

Her first book, *Islanders in the Empire: Filipino and Puerto Rican Laborers in Hawai‘i*, received the Best Book Award in History from the Filipino Section of the Association for Asian American Studies in 2018. Poblete has also published articles in *American Quarterly* and the *Pacific Historical Review*. She has a forthcoming chapter in the *Cambridge History of America in the World* on the American Island Empire in the nineteenth century, an essay on liminal status and comparative history in *Critical Filipinx Studies Keywords Project*, and has started her third book project on the impact of the oil industry on the unincorporated territory of the U.S. Virgin Islands. In 2018, Poblete received the Faculty Diversity Award for Outstanding Teaching among the seven Claremont Colleges.